
Lanterns in black and white design
Instructions No. 439

Difficulty: Beginner

Working time: 15 Minutes

Snowflakes do not always have to be white. On the bulbous lantern glasses black pearls are placed directly into decorative
snow - very filigree and elegant!

Preparation
Before you start with the decorative bonding of the glass, clean the glass surface with glass cleaner (free of grease and dust).

Pearl ice crystal
Set a square gemstone as the "centre" of the Scheeflocke or place several black pearls in a centre point. Stick it on with
some decorative snow.

Gluing with decorative snow
Apply a line of decorative snow, place four Twin Beads beads on top with tweezers and press lightly, place a black Acrylic-
Pearl at the end of the track. Three more beads are added at right angles around the middle Stone 
Important: Always place the beads directly into the wet decorative snow. When it dries, the beads will no longer stick to it 

In the next step, place four more Crystal-beads between these beads, add four Twin Beads beads to each of them. Add small
branches - for this purpose, place one black rocaille Pearl upright in the decorative snow. Let the decorative snow dry well.

Snow-glass edge
Place more snowflakes around the Wind light according to your personal taste.

Place a trace of decorative snow around the upper edge, cover it with Rocailles close together or alternatively create a "snow
edge with noses" with the liner.

This idea is timelessly beautiful!

Some Article are unfortunately no longer available 

But this idea is too good to withhold from you. We would be happy to continue to present it to you - let yourself be inspired!

Must Have



Article information:

Article number Article name Qty

574921-01 Glass cut beads, 8 mm, 45 piecesBlack/Crystal 1

641272-70 Rocailles "Opaque"Black 1

632836 Half pearls, mother of pearl 1

774055 VBS Decorative Snow Liner 1

130011 Tweezers 1

VBS Tealight balls, 4 pieces

11,95 €
 Item

details
Quantity:

1

Add to shopping cart

https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/vbs-tealight-balls-4-pieces-a114922/
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